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Wrapping It Up ina Person: The Mobility
Patterns of New PhDs
Paula Stephan, Georgia State University
Executive Summary
The placement of new PhDs in industryprovides one mechanism for transmit-
ting tacit knowledge from universitiesto industry. This paper analyzes data
concerning the placements of new PhDs who haddefinite plans to go to work
in industry for the period 1997-2002. Datacome from the Survey of Earned
Doctorates overseen by the National ScienceFoundation.
We find knowledge sources to be heavilyconcentrated in certain regions and
states. Moreover, the geographic distribution ofknowledge sources, as mea-
sured by where PhDs going to work in industryare trained, is different than
other measures of knowledgesources would suggest, such as university R&D-
expenditure data. A major headline is thestrong role played by Midwestern
universities, which educate over 26.5percent of all PhDs going to industry but
are responsible for only 21.1 percent of university R&D.
We find that only 37 percent of PhDs trainedin S&E stay in their state of train-
ing. Stay patterns are particularly lowamong certain Midwestern states, many
of whose students leave the state for employmenton the coasts. One can make
the case that as the traditional industrialbase of the United States shifts,a
highly trained workforce will only bemaintained if the Federal government
increasingly steps in to provide financialsupport for graduate education, since
state legislatures are unlikely to continue to fundmigration flows from public
institutions.
Firms most likely to hire new PhDsare found in computer and electrical prod-
ucts, followed by firms working in publishing andprofessional, scientific and
technical services. The hiring data highlightsthe role that PhDs play in local
economic development. Almost one out often new PhDs going to work for
industry heads to Sari Jose; 58 percentgo to work in one of 20 cities. The place-
ment data also suggest that small firms playa larger role in innovation than
R&D expenditure data would suggest.
"The best way to send information is towrap it up in a person"1
J. Robert Oppenheimer72 Stephan
I.Introduction
The mechanism by which knowledgeflows from universities to firms
is varied, involving formal means,such as publications, as well as less
formal mechanisms, such as discussionsbetween faculty and industrial
scientists at professional meetings.Face-to-face transmission is most
appropriate when tacit knowledge isinvolved, since, by definition, tacit
knowledge cannot be codified. The placementof new PhDs in industry
provides one mechanism for transmittingtacit knowledge. Much of a
graduate student's training is of a tacit nature,acquired while working
in her mentor's lab. Thesetechniques, wrapped up in new PhDs, can
be transmitted to industrial R&Dlabs when the PhD takes a position
there upon graduating.2
Despite the role that PhD placements canplay in the transmission
of knowledge, we know very littleabout these knowledge flows. For
example, we know little about theprovidence of new PhDs going to
industry: What universities do they comefrom? Where do they go?
Do they stay in the area wherethey were trained? By way of con-
trast, we know considerably moreabout the transmission of codified
knowledge, due in large part to the citationtrail left by both patents
and articles which allow one tomake inferences concerning patterns of
transmission.
The reason for this knowledge gap relates tothe availability of data.
Firm hires of new PhDs are not partof the public record. Nor, and more
to the point, do the datacollected by the National Science Foundation
on new PhDs at the timeof graduation capture the industrial destina-
tions of new PhDs. The data has beencollected but not coded. During
the past four years, we have codedthis data which, beginning in 1997,
became available in verbatim records.We now have six years of data,
ending with PhDs granted in 2002. Thedata are far from perfect, hav-
ing several "holes." But they give apicture, partial as it may be, about
which heretofore little has been known.They show a remarkable flu-
idity of knowledge flows; they alsoshow that knowledge centers, as
defined in terms of PhD production, existin parts of the country that
are no longer knownfor their industrial strength and that newPhDs
working in industry are heavily clustered incertain cities.
Here we summarize findings from the six yearsof data that have just
become available. In addition, weexplore insights that human resource
data can bring to the study of innovation,following up on a presenta-
tion that Stephan (2002) made atthe National Research Council whereWrapping It Up in a Person: The MobilityPatterns of New PhDs 73
she argued that humanresource data could provide a lens for tracking
innovation.
The plan of thispaper is as follows: In section II we describe thedata.
In section III we explore issuesrelated to geography. Where dothe
new PhDs come from? Where do they go?What do the patternssay in
terms of the role of proximity in thetransmission of knowledge spill-
overs? Section IV examines insightsgained by using humanresource
data to illuminate patternsof innovation. We examine, forexample, the
industrial mix of hires, how hiringpatterns changed between thetwo
periods, and the diversity of fieldshired within a given industryData
issues are discussed in section V.Conclusions are drawn in section VI.
II.The Data
Since 1958 new PhDs ator near the time of graduation have beenasked
to complete the Survey of EarnedDoctorates (SED), which isoverseen
by the National Science Foundation,Science Resources Statistics (SRS).
The response rate has historicallybeen quite high and is currently
around 92 percent. Respondentsare asked a number of questionscon-
cerning their training and field ofwork as well as plans subsequentto
graduation.3 Of particular interestfor this study is the questionthat
asks the recipient to "name theorganization and geographic location
where you will workor study" Although this question has beenasked
for many years, for those goingto industry the names of firms,as well
as the location of employment, havenot been coded by NSF and have
only been available in verbatimform since 1997. As part ofa larger
project, we have coded the verbatimrecords by firm name and location
for the six-year period 1997-2002.We have also coded whether thehir-
ing firm is a top-200 R&D firmor a subsidiary of a top-200 R&D firm.5
The data were coded fortwo different periods reflecting whenthe data
became available. Period Onecovers 1997-1999 and Period Twocov-
ers 2000-2002. The number ofnew PhDs with definite plans to work
in industry is remarkablysimilar between the two periods:10,932 for
period one and 10,833 forperiod two. This represents 14.6percent of
degrees in S&E in periodone and 15.2 percent in period two.
These numbers undercount placementsof newly minted PhDs going
to work in industry becausea number of PhDs who take a job in indus-
try do not have definite plansat the time they fill out thequestion-
naire. During Period One, 17,382indicated that they planned towork in
industry; thus the 10,932 withdefinite plans representsapproximately74
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63 percent of those withplans to work in industry; duringperiod two,
17,054 indicated that they planned towork in industry; thus the 10,833
represents a comparable 63percent.6
The data on definite plansalso undercounts placementsof recent
PhDs who work in industrybut initially take a postdoctoralposition
upon graduating.This is particularly the case inthe life sciences, where
the percent of new PhDstaking a postdoctoral trainingposition upon
graduation exceeds 50 percent; yetapproximately one-in-three of these
postdocs eventually ends upworking in industry.7
Some indication of theundercount is given by comparingthe per-
centage of PhDs whoreported working in industry four yearsafter
completing their PhD to the percentagewith definite plans to work in
industry at the time they receivedtheir PhD. Such a comparisonshows
that, although there is variationby field, about three times as manydoc-
torates end up workingin industry as do those whospecify a firm at
the time of graduation.8 Despitethese limitations, much can belearned
from analyzing the SED firmplacement data.
Table 3.1 presents a summaryof the data, showing (a) thenumber
and percentage of all new PhDsin a field who had definiteplans to
work at a firm and (b) thenumber and percentage, whoidentified a
top-200 R&D firm or its subsidiaryGiven that the underlyingstrength
of the economy, especially in thehigh tech area, varied duringthe six-
year period, thedata are presented separatelyfor the two periods. The
slightly lower number of PhDsproduced during Period Twocompared
to Period One in scienceand engineering undoubtedlyreflects in part
the strong market fornon-PhD employment in scienceand engineer-
ing during the 1990s,especially in engineering, math,and computer
science. Only in the fieldof biology and medicinedid the number of
degree recipients increase,and then only marginally
We see from table 3.1 thatthe industrial placement rateof new PhDs
is highest among engineersfollowed by computer scientistsand chem-
ists. This reflects underlyingpatterns among seasonedPhDs, where
over 50 percentof both engineers and chemistswork in industry The
field with the lowest percentagegoing to industry directly outof grad-
uate school is biologyThis is not surprising, giventhe extraordinarily
high prevalence of academicpostdoctoral positions in the life sciences
and the relatively small percentageof seasoned biologists, compared to
seasoned PhDs in other fields,working in industry9
Approximately 38 percent of the newlyhired PhDs go to work at a












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































across fields. Relative tothe underlying benchmark, engineers,chem-
ists and computer scientists aremost likely to work atlarge research-
intensive firms. Biologists, thosewith degrees in agriculture, and psy-
chologists and economists areleast likely to work for large firms.The
biology figure of 24 percentfor the six years undoubtedlyreflects the
employment opportunities availablein small start-up firms in bio-
technology, many of which have adirect relationship with the campus
where the individual trained.
Period Two comprises those whoentered the labor market after the
dot.com bust and during aperiod of recession. This depressedenviron-
ment is no doubt responsiblefor the lower number of firm placements
of new PhDs in engineering, computerscience, and math. In two fields,
however, the actual numberplaced (as well as the placementrate) rose
considerably: In biology the numberincreased from 609 to 843 and in
chemistry the number rose from1,216 to 1,310. The underlying increase
in biology (where thenumber of PhDs produced duringthe two periods
remained almost constant) meant thatthe placement rate in industry
increased from 3.8 percent to 5.2 percent.While this is still a miniscule
rate, it undoubtedlyreflects the growing realization amongdoctoral
students in the life sciences thatindustry, especially pharmaceuticals
represents a relatively favorableemployment environment and reflects
also the expansion ofpharmaceutical firms during thisperiod.10 The
underlying decline in PhDproduction in chemistry, coupledwith an
increase in the number ofindustrial placements, meant that theplace-
ment rate in chemistryincreased substantially, going from 18.7percent
to 22.2 percent.
The rate of those taking jobs attop-200 R&D firms is approximately
the same in the two periods. Butthere are some noticeable differences,
especially in the small fields ofagriculture and astronomy. We also see
that the number and percentof computer scientists going towork at
large R&D firms decreased,undoubtedly a reflection of marketcondi-
tions in the field after thedot.com bust.
III.Knowledge Sources and the Questionof Proximity
Knowledge sources, by region of countrywhere trained, are presented
in table 3.2.11 Many of thePhDs going to work in firms areeducated in
geographic centers associated withinnovation. For example, one in four
is educated in New Englandand the Middle Atlantic states;about one in
six is educated in the Pacific states.But the headline here is the extraor-Wrapping It Up in a Person: The MobilityPatterns of New PhDs 77
Table 3.2
Region of training 1997-2002 of those workingin the U.S.
New England 8.3 8.2
Mid Atlantic 16.9 14.7
East North Central 19.7 14.4
West North Central 6.9 6.7
South Atlantic 15.4 19.0
East South Central 2.6 4.4
West South Central 8.2 9.3
Mountain 5.0 6.3
Pacific 16.9 17.0
*ExPendithre data are for 1997-1999and come from National Science Board (2002).
dinarily strong role Midwest institutions(East North Central and West
North Central) play, educating 26.5percent of those going to industry
Public knowledge sourcesare often measured in terms of univer-
sity R&D expenditure data. Column3 of table 3.2 shows the distribu-
tion of these expenditures byregion. A comparison of column 3 with
column 2 indicates that public knowledgesources, as measured by
human resource flows to industry,are concentrated in somewhat dif-
ferent geographic regions from thosethat university R&D expenditure
data would suggest, and the differencesare substantial. For example,
the South Atlantic region producesabout 15 percent of those goingto
industry but accounts for 19percent of university R&D expenditures;
the East North Central produces19.6 percent of new PhDs goingto
industry but accounts for only 14.4percent of university R&D. We
conclude that the spatial distribution ofknowledge sources embodied
in newly minted talent is somewhat differentfrom the distribution of
knowledge sources stemming fromuniversity research,as measured
by university R&D expendituredata. Part of this differencemay be an
artifact of our inability to countnew PhDs who go to industry after
taking a postdoctoral position, butthis is unlikely to account for the
striking differences in the Midwest.
The top 20 universities training PhDs hiredby firms are given in table
3.3. We see that the knowledgesources are quite concentrated; the top
20 educate 40 percent of those goingto industry; the top ten educate 25
percent. Again we see the important role thatthe Midwest plays. Five
Region trained Percent trained University R&D (percent)*Stephan
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Table 3.3
Top-20 producing universities of PhDsheaded to industry 2000-2002
of the top ten institutions are in theMidwest; seven of the top 20 insti-
tutions are in the Midwest. All,with the exception of Northwestern,
are public institutions.The dominant role played by Californiais also
evident. Four of the top 20 universities arein California.
Considerable research has focused onthe role that geographic prox-
imity plays in transmittingknowledge. Early work by Jaffe (1989),for
example, used university researchand development expenditures as
a proxy for theavailability of local knowledge spillovers, asdid work
by Audretsch and Feldman (1996a,1996b). More recent work by Feld-
man and Audretsch(1999), Anselin, Varga, and Acs (1997,2000) and
Black (2004) has followed suit, shiftingthe analysis from the state to the
CMSA. In each study a significantrelationship is found between the








Purdue, main campus 528
MIT
527
Minnesota, Twin Cities 521
Michigan, Ann Arbor 489
Georgia Institute of Technology 451
Wisconsin, Madison 430
Pennsylvania State 388









Maryland, College Park 277
Southern California 264Wrapping It Up in a Person: The MobilityPatterns of NeW PhDs 79
These and countless other studiesgo a long way toward establishing
that geographic proximitypromotes the transmission of knowledge.
They do not, however, address theextent to which knowledge spill-
overs are local. One of the fewpapers to examine this question was
written by Audretsch and Stephan (1996)and examines academic sci-
entists affiliated with biotechcompanies. Because the authors knew the
location of both the scientist and thefirm, they were able to establish
the geographic origins of spilloversembodied in this knowledge-trans-
fer process. Their research showsthat although proximitymatters in
establishing formal ties betweenuniversity-based scientists andcom-
panies, its influence is not overwhelming.Approximately 70 percent of
the links between biotechcompanies and university-based scientistsin
their study were non-local.
Knowledge sources and knowledgedestinations, as proxied by PhD
flows, are given in table 3.4 byregion. The table can be used toexam-
ine the question of the degreeto which spillovers, as proxied by the
employment location of newly trainedPhDs, are local. Entries that
lie on the diagonal represent "local"links, showing those who take
employment within their region oftraining. Here we find that 48per-
cent of the entries lie on the diagonal.There is considerable variation
by region, however. The Pacific Regionretains slightly over 70 percent;
and the Mid-Atlantic is second,retaining 51 percent; New Englandis
a close third with a 46 percent retention rate.By way of contrast, the
East South Central region retainsonly 32 percent. The East North Cen-
tralwith its heavy production ofnew PhDsretains 38 percent; and
its sister region, the West NorthCentral, retains 34 percent.
Appendix A.1 drills down to thestate level, showing training,
employment, and retention patterns (whereconfidentially permits) by
state. Compared to themean state retention rate of 37.1 percent, the
Midwest states are low: Iowaretains 13.6 percent of those it trains;
Indiana retains only 11.8percent of the 771 PhDs it trains thatgo to
work in industry and Wisconsinretains only 17.7 percent of the 492
it trains. By way of contrast, theretention rate is extremely high in
California, with almost sevenout of ten PhDs staying to takea job in
California.
Overall, the state stay ratesare low compared to those for bachelor
and master degree recipients inscience and engineering. Among those
taking jobs in industry. forexample, the stay rate is 64.4percent in sci-
ence and 62.3 percent in engineering.12 The, PhDstate stay rate is also

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































7Wrapping It Up in a Person: The Mobility Patternsof New PhDs 81
known employment status remainin the state of training (National
Association for Law Placement 1998).
New PhDs who leave their state oftraining tend to go a reasonable
distance. This is clearly seen from table3.4, which shows migration flows
between regions. As noted above,the Pacific region attractsa consid-
erable number of new PhDs fromthe mid-west and mid-and-south-
Atlantic states. In earlier work, and forthe period 1997-1999,we found
that, among those who left their PMSAof training, the average distance
between location of training and locationof employment was 835 miles.
Elsewhere (Sumell et al. 2006)we have examined factors affecting
the propensity for PhDs hired by industryduring Period One to leave
the state of training and transfer theirknowledge to another state. We
find that mobility relates to field andquality of the PhD program. For
example, compared to the benchmark ofbiology, individuals trained
in agriculture, engineering, chemistry,computer science and earth sci-
ence are more likely to leave their state of training. Amongthose trained
in engineering, biology, chemistry, mathand medicine, those trained
in top programs aremore likely to leave. We also find that those who
were supported on a fellowship or a dissertationgrant are more likely to
leave their state of training.13 Thosewho worked part-time during their
last year in graduate schoolor are returning to a previous employerare
more likely to stay. Those on temporary visasare more likely to leave
their state of training, as are Asians,regardless of visa status, and under-
represented minorities in science andengineering. On the other hand,
individuals who went to both college andhigh school in their PhD state
of training are considerably (17percent) more likely to remain instate
than those who did not receive both degreesfrom the same state.14
Our finding that only 37.1percent stay in the state of training raises
the question of whether the role ofproximity to the university isover-
emphasized in the transmission of publicknowledge from universi-
ties to industry. The topsource of public knowledge, according to the
Carnegie Mellon survey of firms(Cohen, Nelson, and Wash 2002), is
publications and reports. Neitherrequires proximity to the scientist/
engineer. The second source, informalinformation exchange, public
meetings, or conferences and consulting,is facilitated by proximity but
proximity is not essential. The next tier includesrecently-hired gradu-
ate students. Our research clearly shows thatin this respect proximity
does not play a major role.15
The finding that nearly two out ofthree PhDs who go to work in
industry leave their state of trainingand that more than one out ofStephan
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two leave their region oftraining highlights the degree towhich the
market for PhDs working in industry isnational. It also underscores
the degree to which the qualityand scale of doctoral S&E training pro-
grams requires, at least inpart, a tolerance on the partof certain states,
especially those located in the Midwest, tothe fact that a good por-
tion of their most prized "talent"emigrate to the Coasts. Many ofthese
doctoral programs were initially developedand designed to meet state
needs. Students in these programsstill meet state needs in terms of
their labors in the classroomand the laboratory. But, as the labor mar-
ket expands, and as the traditionalindustrial base of the United States
shifts, one can make the case that ahighly trained S&E workforce will
only be maintained if the Federalgovernment increasingly steps in to
provide financial support for graduateeducation, since state legisla-
tures are unlikely to continue tofund these migration flows over the
long run.16
IV.Using Human Resource Data toIlluminate Patterns of
Innovation
Firms hire new PhDs not only forthe new knowledge that they possess
but also for their ability moregenerally to contribute to the innovative
activities of the firm. Tracking theplacement of PhDs can also inform
our understanding ofpatterns of innovation. This canbe useful given
that changes are occurring in patternsof innovation which traditional
measures, such as patent countsand research and development expen-
diture data, are increasingly unable toilluminate. To quote Mowery
(1999, p. 46), "Without substantialchange in the content and coverage
of data collection, our portraitof innovative activity in the U.S. econ-
omy is likely to becomeless and less accurate."
Here we explore how data concerningthe placement of new PhDs
with firms can illuminate ourunderstanding of patterns of innovation.
Of particular interest is how suchdata inform our understanding of the
location of innovation, the sourceof innovative inputs, and the degree
to which human resourcedata relate to other measures ofinnovation.
Before doing so, we place the discussionin context by summarizing
major changes occurring in patternsof innovation.
Changing Patterns of Innovation
Four trends characterize the changethat has occurred in patterns of
innovation in recent years: (1) theincreased reliance on external R&D,Wrapping It Up in a Person: The MobilityPatterns of New PhDs 83
such as that performed by universities,consortia and government labo-
ratories (Mowery 1999,p. 44); (2) increased collaboration in the devel-
opment of new products andprocesses with domestic and foreign
competitors and customers (Mowery 1999,p. 44); (3) a decentraliza-
tion of in-house R&D activities(Merrill and Cooper 1999); and (4)the
movement of innovative activities to functionsin the firm typically not
thought of as being drivers of innovation.The latter is fueled in part by
the development of technologies thatimpact the operation and market-
ing of the firm's production. Althoughall four changes contributeto
the growing inadequacy of traditionalmeasures to describe innovative
activity, it is the latter two thatwe explore here because they can best be
illuminated by examining HR data.
Increasingly firms have chosento locate research activities at the
plant level, instead of ata central R&D lab. This decentralizationcre-
ates fuzziness in the current R&D datasince the location of where the
actual innovation is developedcorresponds less and less tocorporate
headquarters, yet the dataare collected at the corporate level. Knowing
the location of PhDs working inindustry can help solve the "location"
problem since the placement datareflects actual location, not the loca-
tion of the company's headquarters.
Another organizational changewith regard to patterns of innova-
tion is the movement of innovativeactivities to functions within the
firm not typically regardedas drivers of innovation. One example is
the assignment of scientificpersonnel to evaluate and seek R&Doppor-
tunities through mergers andacquisitions. Another is the involvement
of technically teamed personnelin marketing and distribution. A third
example is the evolution of what issometimes referred to as "service sci-
ence," which looks for ways to improvethe performance of the service
sector through the use of engineering,mathematics, and management
(Lohr 2006). The importantinnovations that firms make in theseareas
are generally missed in standardmeasures of R&D. Measuring flows
of new PhDs to industry regardlessof their organizational assignment
provides the opportunity of learningsomething about these sources of
innovation that are not typicallycounted in R&D expenditure data.
Location
Table 3.5 shows the regional distributionof new PhDs going to work
in industry The region where thelargest number of new PhDs plan
to work is the Pacific (25.9 percent).The strong presence of IT firms in
the Pacific region, as wellas the heavy proportion of engineers in theTable 3.5
Region of employment 1997-2002
New England 9.3 9.5
Mid Atlantic 19.7 18.0
East North Central 13.0 17.2
West North Central 4.6 4.1
South Atlantic 12.1 9.5
East South Central 1.8 1.8
West South Central 9.3 5.8
Mountain 4.4 6.0
Pacific 25.9 28.1
*Expendiinre data are for 1997-1999 and comefrom National Science Board (2002).
database, no doubt contribute to thisfinding. The Mid-Atlantic region
is the second largest employerof new PhDs. The East NorthCentral is a
distant third. Column 3 gives thedistribution of industrial R&D expen-
ditures by region. A comparisonof the spatial distribution of newhires
with the spatial distributionof R&D industrial expenditures isconsis-
tent with the argument above,showing that the distributions are spa-
tially different. For example, we seethat expenditure data undercounts
innovative activity in the SouthAtlantic and the West SouthCentral,
and overcounts innovative activityin the Pacific region andthe East
North Central. While some of thesedifferences are undoubtedly due
to our inability tofully measure PhD flows to industry,the differences
are suggestive thatR&D expenditure data alone fail to captureregional
differences.
The work location of new PhDs going toindustry can also inform our
understanding of the location ofinnovative activity at the city level
something that is not possible toobtain from industrial R&Dexpendi-
ture data. Table 3.6 showsthe top-20 PMSA destinationsof new PhDs
hired by firms. The data arestriking on several counts. First, almost60
percent of the placements went to oneof the top 20 PMSAs. Second,
there is substantial disparity in countsbetween the top-ranked PMSA
and all others, with San Jose employingalmost twice as many scientists
and engineers as Boston, thesecond most popular destination.Third,
and related, California has ahigh prevalence in the counts. Fiveof
the top 20 destinations are inCalifornia. Combined, these fivePMSAs
84
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Table 3.6
Top 20 metropolitan statistical area locations of industrialhires: 1997_2002*
*Each cell represents hiring by threeor more firms and no firm in any cell hires 50 percent
or more of the new PhDs reported in that cell.
capture approximately 25 percent of those goingto a top 20 PMSA and
slightly more than 16 percent of those goingto any MSA.
We must wait until additionalyears of data become available to know
the extent to which our findings reflect the timeperiod of analysis since
the attractiveness of certain regions and citiesmay have been inflated
during the 1997-2002 period. But it is interestingto note that when
PMSA Number Percent
San Jose 1878 9.1
Boston 1015 4.9
New York 937 4.5
Washington DC MD VA 758 3.7
Portland-Seattle 694 3.4
Chicago 669 3.2
Los Angeles-Long Beach 622 3.0
Houston 586 2.8
Newark 547 2.6




Oakland, CA 424 2.1
Philadelphia PA-NJ 377 1.8





Total Top 20 12028 58.2
Other PMSAs 7272 35.2
U.S. NON PMSA 1360 6.7
Total in U.S. 20660 1.0086 Stephan
we split the data into twodistinct time periods, San Jose dominates
even more in the latterperiod, which includes part of the post-dot.com
period, than it did in the dot.com years ofthe late 1990s.
The employment data are lessgeographically concentrated than
other measures of innovation. Forexample, while 35 percent of utility
patents are issued in five cities (NewYork, San Francisco, Los Angeles,
Chicago, and Boston), only 30 percentof industrial hires are employed
in the top five cities.17 SBIR Phase IIawards are even more heavily con-
centrated than the patent data, withapproximately one in two being
awarded to firms located in San Francisco, Boston,Los Angeles, the
District of Columbia, and New York.
Relationship between R&D Expenditures and HiringPatterns
Another way to examine how the hiring datainforms our understand-
ing of innovation is to comparerankings between R&D expenditure
data and rankings using the hiring data. Such acomparison shows that
innovation is less concentrated than the R&Ddata would suggest. For
example, while the top 20 R&D firms(National Science Board 2004)
account for 36.2 percent of industrialR&D in the United States, the top
20 hiring firms account for only 22.4 percentof all industrial hires of new
PhDsJ8 Moreover, although overlap betweenthe top 20 R&D firms and
the top 20 hiring firms exists, there areconsiderable differences. Only
ten of the top 20 R&D firms appear onthe top 20 hiring list. Clearly the
PhD-hiring variable is related to the R&Dexpenditure variable but also
captures a somewhat differentdimension of innovation.
PhD placements are given in table 3.7for the top 33 hiring firms,
grouped by NAIC classification.19 In accordancewith SRS guidelines,
all cells contain three or more firms with nofirm hiring 50 percent or
more of the new PhDs. Together,these 33 firms hire approximately one-
fourth of all new PhDs going to industryduring the period studied.
Firms making the largest number of hires amongthe 33 were located
in computer and electrical products,followed by firms working in
publishing and professional, scientific andtechnical services. Five
firms in pharmaceuticals and medicine are amongthe top 33, employ-
ing 746 new PhDs. This isparticularly notable given the under-
representation of new PhDs in biology inthe data and the fact that
firms in pharmaceuticals hire manyrecently trained PhDs only after
they complete their postdoctoral trainingnotdirectly out of graduate
school.Wrapping It Up in a Person: The Mobility Patternsof New PhDs 87
Table 3.7
Top 32 firms hiring new PhDs by NAIC classification: 1997_2002*
NAIC classification Industry Number
3254 .Pharmaceuticals 746
325 Chemical other than pharmaceuticals 418
331, 333 Primary metal; machinery 304
334 Computer and electrical products 1634
3364 Aerospace products and parts 316
336 Transportation other than aerospace 349
511,541 Publishing industries and professional, 1244
scientific and technical services,
32,513, 99 Other manufacturing; broadcasting and 813
telecommunications; conglomerate
*Each cell reports data on threeor more firms and no firm in any cell hires 50 percentor
more of the new PhDs reported in that cell.
The top 33 firms recruited approximately thesame number of new
PhDs in Period One (2,908) and Period Two (2,916).However, there
were large differences across NAIC classifications, reflectingchanges in
the underlying economy Growthwas greatest in chemicals and phar-
maceuticals (37.5 percent). This mirrorsour earlier finding that hiring
increased among biologists and chemists betweenthe two periods.
Employment of new PhDs fell 42 percent betweenthe two periods in
aerospace products and parts. Employment remained relativelycon-
stant among the other NAIC groupings.
The SED data also provides insight into themix of expertise that firms
hire. Pharmaceuticals providean illustrative case. During the six-year
period, top-200 R&D pharmaceutical companieshired 1,047 new PhDs.
The dominant field of trainingwas chemistry (402), but 100 or more
were hired from four other fields: 193 from biology; 147 fromengineer-
ing, 140 from medicine, and 132 from math. Thehires in math undoubt-
edly reflect the importance of modelingin drug discovery.
Foreign
Approximately five percent (1,096) of thenew PhDs with definite plans
to go to industry indicate that theyare taking a position with a firm
Total 582488 Stephan
located outside the United States. The number(and percent) going
abroad is slightly lower in Period Two than inPeriod One. The most
common foreign destination isKorea, where 22.5 percent of those with
plans to work in industry abroad indicatethat they will go; the next
most likely destination is Germany(8.8 percent), followed by Japan
at 8.5 percent. Canada attractsabout six percent and Taiwan close to
five percent. In light of recent discussionsconcerning increased inno-
vative activity in developing Asiancountries, it is interesting to note
that approximately six percent are headed tothe countries of China (1.8
percent), India (2.1 percent), or Thailand (2.0percent).
V.Data Issues
As noted earlier, the data used forthis paper have certain limitations.
First, the period they are drawn fromincludes the years when the dot.
com boom was at its zenith.It remains to be seen whether the results
hold when the period of analysis isextended past 2002. Second, the
data undercount new PhDs going towork in industry in two respects.
First, they undercount in the sense that notall PhDs have definite work
plans at the time they graduate. Second,they undercount in the sense
that in certain fields, especially the life sciences,it is common practice
for individuals to first take a position as a postdoc before eventually
taking a job in industry. While we canlearn something about both
groups by examining patternsin the Survey of Doctorate Recipients
(SDR), this is far from a perfect substitute,since the SDR only samples
about eight percent of PhDs for follow-upstudy. We would learn far
more if resources were availablefor follow-up with those who do not
have definite plans. We could also learnconsiderably more if a survey
were done of postdocs,especially postdocs at the time they leave the
postdoctoral position. Science Resources Statistics atNSF is currently
in the process of reviewing and studyingthe possibility of fielding a
postdoc survey. SRS's goal is to provide anintegrated approach to sur-
veying postdocs in order to ifil in current gaps.
SRS has made some changes in data collectionand its policy towards
data use which have the potential to increase ourknowledge about
industrial placements and, by inference, theinnovation process in the
United States. First, SRS is in the processof adding a "salary offer" ques-
tion to the SED for those with definiteplans.2° When implemented, it
will be the first time that information has beencollected at the national
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SRS has established guidelines forhow SRS data can be matchedto
other data, such as patent databasesor publication counts.21 The ability
to link the PhD records with, for example,patent counts will provide
another window for examiningpatterns of innovation. Third, SRS is
exploring the possibility of coding informationconcerning the indus-
trial placements of respondents to the SDR.
VI.Conclusion
Here we have examined hiringpatterns of recently trained PhDs in sci-
ence and engineering who have definite plansto work in industry after
graduation. The period of analysis is1997-2002. Data are taken from
the Survey of Earned Doctorates,a census of recent PhDs which has
a response rate of approximately 92percent. While respondents have
long been asked to identify thename and location of where they will
work, prior to 1997 the datawas not coded for those with plans togo
to industry and since 1997 it has only beencollected in verbatim form.
We have now coded the verbatimrecords by firm name and location for
the six-year period 1997-2002 andidentified placements made at top-
200 R&D firms. During the periodanalyzed, almost 22,000 new PhDs
indicated that they had definite plansto work for a firm after gradu-
ation and identified the firm and thelocation of the firm. Thisrepre-
sents approximately 15 percent of all newlyminted PhDs during this
time period and approximately 23percent of all PhDs who had definite
plans at the time of graduation.
Data on firm placements provideinsights that other data do notpro-
vide. One such insight relatesto where these newly minted and hired
PhDs trained. This is of interest sincenewly trained PhDs provideone
means by which knowledge, especially tacit knowledge,is transferred
from the public sector to theprivate sector. We find these knowledge
sources to be heavily concentrated in certain regionsand states. More-
over, the geographic distribution of knowledgesources, as measured
by where PhDs going to work inindustry trained, is different than
other measures of knowledgesources would suggest, such as univer-
sity R&D-expenditure data. We concludethat the spatial distribution
of knowledge sources embodied innewly minted talent is different
from the distribution of knowledgesources stemming from university
research, as measured by university R&Dexpenditures.
A major headline here is thestrong role played by Midwestern
universities, which educateover 26 percent of all PhDs going toStephan
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industry. Indeed, seven of the top 20institutions educating PhDs to
work in industry are located in theMidwest. We also find that PhDS
working in industry are notparticularly likely to remain in the state
where they received their PhD training.Compared to master-degree
recipients going to work in industry,PhDs are almost 45 percent less
likely to remain in the state of training.To wit, the state stay rate for
PhDs working in industry is 37 percent;that for masters is 65 percent.
The finding suggests that it is important torethink the role that proxim-
ity to the university plays in thetransmission of knowledge.
Stay patterns are particularly low amongcertain Midwestern states
and universities located in these states.Some of these states have seen
a considerabledecline in their industrial prowess in recent years.As
Nathan Rosenberg has pointed out, itis not accidental that athletes
at Purdue University bearthe nickname of "boilermakers," reflecting
Purdue's early commitment to engineeringeducation supporting indus-
try in the state of Indiana.While the name persists, Purdue'sPhDs now
overwhelmingly leave the state to take employmentelsewheremany
as far away as the westcoast. One can make the casethat as the tradi-
tional industrial base of the United Statesshifts, a highly trained S&E
workforce will only be maintained if theFederal government increas-
ingly steps in to provide financial supportfor graduate education, since
state legislatures are unlikely tocontinue to fund these migrationflows
over the long run. It isrisky as a nation to continue to rely onthe "kind-
ness" of Midwestern states topublicly educate the high-quality S&E
workforce that heads out-of-state upongraduation. Of course, kind-
ness is not the intentof these states. Universities benefitfrom doctoral
students, especially to the extent thatthey provide cheap labor in the
classroom and the laboratory. But thefact remains that while all pub-
lic institutions, and indirectly the statesthat support these institutions,
garner these benefits, somestates garner the addedspillover benefits
which occur when new PhDs remain in state.Others do not.
Hiring data also inform our understandingof patterns of innovation.
This is particularly useful given thatR&D data are often collected at
the corporate level and thus do notreflect the decentralization that is
occurring in research and development, ascompanies move away from
large central labs. Hiring patternsalso provide information on scientists
and engineers working in industry,regardless of their organizational
assignment. This provides theopportunity for learning something
about resources employed ininnovative activity that are not typically
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Firms most likely to hirenew PhDs are found in computer and elec-
trical products, followed by firmsworking in publishing and profes-
sional, scientific, and technical services.Five firms in pharmaceuticals
and medicine are among thetop hiring firms. Apropos to the above
argument, while we find some overlap betweentop hiring firms and
top R&D firms, there are also considerabledifferences. Only ten of the
top 20 R&D firms appear on the top-20 hiringlist. Clearly the PhD hir-
ing variable is related to R&Dexpenditures but also capturesa some-
what different dimension of innovation.
New PhDs working for industryare most likely to head to San Jose.
Indeed, almost one out of tennew PhDs going to work for industry
heads to San Jose. It isno wonder that the San Jose newspaper has
a fulltime science reporter! Whileour finding may not persist when
the time period is extended considerablypast the dot.com boom, the
rate going to San Jose was slightly higher inthe second period (which
includes post-dot.com years) than in theearlier period, suggesting that
it is not entirely driven by the dot.com boom.Other top-destination cit-
ies include Boston, New York, Washington,D.C., Portland-Seattle, and
Chicago. While industrial employmentof newly trained scientists and
engineers is heavily concentrated ina handful of cities, it is not nearly
as concentrated as are counts of patentsor SBIR Phase II awards.
The location data highlights the rolethat PhDs play in local economic
development, not only through theircontribution to innovation, but
also through the economic impact that theirrelatively high wages exert
on the local economy. Sumell (2005), for example,estimates that a newly
trained PhD in computer science workingin industry earns $86,700 a
year; a newly trained PhD in electrical engineeringearns $78,500. More
than 300 new PhDs ayear go to work in industry in San Jose alone.
Many of these are electrical engineersand computer scientists. Hired
to work on products that will havea global market, they spend much
of their income locally. Throughthe multiplier effect, their spending
contributes to regional economic growth.
Finally, our data suggest that smallfirms play a larger role in irino-
vation than R&D data would suggest. Forexample, while the top 200
R&D firms expend more than 70percent of all R&D in the U.S., they
hire only 39 percent of allnew PhDs. Part of the disparity is undoubt-
edly due to undercounting, sincesome large firms, especially in phar-
maceuticals, hire new PhDs only after theycomplete their postdoctoral
training, not directly out of graduate school.nThe disparity however, is
too great to be driven entirely by this. The differencereflects in part theStephan
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degree to which small firms are"knowledge-intensive" and the degree
to which R&D statistics aredominated by development costsassociated
with large firms, as opposed toresearch costs. It is difficult to know the
extent to which this small-firmeffect reflects Federal policiessuch as
the SBIR program that are aimedspecifically at small innovative firms.
But the knowledge that small firmscontribute substantially to innova-
tion23 and are hiring newly-mintedPhDs suggests that the Federal gov-
ernment might consider furtherleveraging the benefits coming from
small knowledge-intensive firms byinvesting additional resources in
programs aimed at smallinnovative firms. Such a policy notonly has
the potential of contributing toinnovation and subsequent economic
growth, it could also augment thenumber of research positions avail-
able for scientists and engineers andsend a positive signal to those con-
templating careers in science andengineering.
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Endnotes
J. Robert Oppenheimer, asquoted in Anon., "The eternal apprentice," Timemagazine,
vol. 52 (8 November 1948): 70-81, on p. 81.
Dasgupta and David (1994, p. 511) state thatthe "export of scientists and engineers
from the academy to industrial research ispotentially the most important and salutary
among the mechanisms availablefor effecting knowledge transfers."
The most recent questionnaire is available athttp://www.norc.uchicago.edUI555/
SEDQuex_05-06.pdf.
By way of contrast, for those going toacademe, the institution of higher education has
been coded for many years.Wrapping It Up in a Person: The MobilityPatterns of New PhDs 93
The top-200 firm list was updated betweenPeriod One and Period Two. Foreign-
owned R&D intensive firms are excluded fromthe top-200 list as are firms with short
R&D histories.
This undercounting does not affectour conclusion unless at the time of the survey
those with definite plans differ significantlyfrom those without definite plans.
The estimate for the percent of postdocs in biologywho eventually take a position in
industry comes from the 1995 Survey of EarnedDoctorates, which contained retrospec-
tive questions concerning postdoctoral experience.
The comparison made was between thepercentage of 1995 PhDs who reported work-
ing in industry in 1999 (using the Survey ofEarned Doctorates) and the percentage of
Period One PhD placements in industry.
In 1999 approximately 25 percent of allPhDs in the life sciences were working in
industry compared to slightly over 50percent in chemistry and in engineering, 30per-
cent in math and computer science, and 35percent in physics and astronomy (Stephan
et al. 2004).
The amount pharmaceutical industriesspent on R&D grew considerably during the
period 1999 to 2001. For example, Johnson &Johnson's R&D increased by 38.1 percent,
Merck's by 18.8 percent, Lilly's by 25.3percent, and Pharmacia's by 70.2 percent (National
Science Board 2004, p. 4-22).
Regions are defined in the Appendix.
Interstate Migration Patterns of Recent Recipientsof Bachelor's and Master's Degrees
in Science and Engineering. http:/
Top fields are based on the 1993 NationalResearch Council (NRC) rankings for all
fields except medicine and agriculture. Therankings for the majority of fieldsare based
on the "scholarly quality" scores in the NRC rankingsfor each relevant program at the
institution. For field definitions thatwere broader than the program definitions in the
NRC rankings (such as biology),we calculated the means for each rated program applica-
ble to our broader field for each institution. Forthe fields of medicine and agriculture,we
used the 1998 NSF CASPAR data to rankinstitutions, due to the absence of data for these
fields in the NRC rankings. Institutions inthese fields were ranked by total federal R&D
expenditures at each institution. In thecase of biology and medicine, which have a very
large number of PhD programs, 75 institutionswere included among the top programs.
For smaller fields, such as astronomy, the topcategory includes the top 25 programs. In
most other fields, the top category includes the top 50programs.
The logit analysis also includes controlsmeasuring the innovative character of the
state, such as patent counts, academic R&D expenditures,industrial R&D expenditure,
and a measure of job opportunities for PhDsin the state. In addition, we control forper
capita income, population, and the educationallevel of the state.
This discussion also raises the question of thedegree to which spillovers from public
institutions result from nonappropriability. We haveargued that tacit knowledge com-
prises an important component of the knowledgethat new PhDs transmit to firms. Yet
tacit knowledge, as Zucker, Darby, and Brewer(1998) point out, facilitates excludabiity
Thus knowledge transmission, to paraphrase theaforementioned authors, can result from
the maximizing behavior of scientists who havethe ability to appropriate the returns to
their knowledge rather than fromnonappropriabffity.Stephan
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This is not to say that the Federal governmentdoes not already provide considerable
support for the training of PhD students. Butmuch of this, with the exception of training
grants from NIH, comes indirectlythrough the support for research assistantships on
faculty member's grants.
Note that here we include Oaklandand San Francisco with San Jose since the patent
count data are for MSAs and not PMSAs.Distributions are taken from Black (2004).
We measure the top 20 using R&D expendituredata for 1999,2000, and 2001 (National
Science Board 2004, Table 4.4).
We choose the number 33 in order tomaximize our ability to display the data and
comply with SRS's policy concerning displayof data. Each cell on table 3.7 contains three
or more firms and no firm in anycell hires 50 percent or more of the new PhDs.Analysis
is restricted to individuals going towork in the United States.
SRS plans a limited field test of possiblesalary-offer-question wording and formats
for the July 2006June 2007 SED. The testwifi ask some respondents to identify their sal-
ary offer in ranges and othersto provide a specific salary figure. Usingthe results of that
test, SRS plans to add a "salary offer"question to the SED for the academic year begin-
ning July 2007 through June2008.
The policy is described at the followingweb site: http:/ /www.nsf.gov/statisticS/
database.cfm.
Part relates to the definition of top-200R&D firms. See endnote 5.
See, for example, the work of Acs andAudretsch (1990), which discusses the increased
importance small firms play in generatinginnovation, especially in certain industries.
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Appendix A.1
Inter-state arid inter-regional migration patternsof new industrial PhDs
1997-2002
Number of Percent of
Number of Number ofnew PhDs new PhDs
new PhDs new PhDs produced produced
trained in working inthat stay in that stay in
State/region state/regionstate/regionstate/regionstate/region
New England 1846 1922 842 45.7
Connecticut 268 429 79 29.5
Maine 18 19 s s
Massachusetts 1358 1283 550 40.5
New Hampshire 61 79 17 27.9
Rhode Island 121 46 16 13.2
Vermont 20 66 8 40.0
Mid Atlantic 3668 4050 1871 50.9
New Jersey 618 1455 299 48.4
New York 1735 1730 635 36.6
Pennsylvania 1315 865 327 24.9
East North Central 4270 2672 1622 38.0
Illinois 1306 881 367 28.1
Indiana 711 311 84 11.8
Michigan 871 696 316 35.6
Ohio 890 558 268 25.4
Wisconsin 492 226 87 17.7
West North Central 1497 953 504 33.7
Iowa 317 90 43 13.6
Kansas 202 94 50 24.8
Minnesota 552 484 190 34.4
Missouri 304 218 85 28.0
Nebraska 70 43 20 28.6
North Dakota 37 9 s s
South Dakota 15 11 s sWrapping It Up in a Person: The MobilityPatterns of New PhDs 97
Inter-state and inter-regional migrationpatterns of new industrial PhDs
1997-2002 (continued)
State/region
Number of Percent of
Number of Number ofnew PhDs new PhDs
new PhDs new PhDs produced produced































3328 2492 1402 42.1
131 147 s s
506 301 156 30.8
618 348 185 29.9
486 437 128 26.3
701 433 211 30.1
170 122 36 21.2
529 464 153 28.9
48 56 8 16.7
139 184 20 14.4
570 345 180 31.7
194 102 48 24.7
91 58 13 14.3
90 24 12 13.3
195 161 72 36.9
1806 1910 939 49.2
41 27 12 29.3
172 135 40 23.3
161 79 39 24.2
1432 1669 738 51.5
1081* 914 457 42.3
373 339 146 39.1
375 313 153 40.1
25 50 7 28.0
26 12 s s
79 80 26 32.9
185 91 60 32.4
s 22 s s
25 7 s sInter-state and inter-regional migrationpatterns of new industrial PhDs
1997-2002 (continued)
Number of Percent of
Number of Number ofnew PhDs new PhDs
new PhDs new PhDs produced produced
trained in working inthat stay inthat stay in
State/region state/regionstate/regionstate/regionstate/region
Pacific 3657* 5319 2610 71.4
Alaska S 9 s s
California 3176 4465 2200 69.3
Oregon 154 s s s
Washington 304 353 107 35.2
Hawaii 23 s s s
Puerto Rico 28 30 21 75.0
*Does not include suppressed counts.
s=suppressed. At the request of Science ResourcesStatistics, National Science Founda-
tion, counts not reported if six orless or if a specific firm contributeshalf or more of the
count in a cell.
Note that counts differ from thoseof table 3.4 which excludes those trained orgoing to
Puerto Rico as well as those with anunknown location.
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